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Given the rapid growth of the global population, it is crucial to accelerate food production to meet the ever-
increasing demand for food and nutrition. Given the limited potential for expanding cultivation areas, it is
crucial for plant breeders to prioritize the development of new varieties that not only have higher productivity
but also possess the ability to withstand different types of pests, diseases and environmental challenges.
Nevertheless, the development of new varieties requires a meticulous and time-consuming process. The
duration of a breeding program is primarily determined by the number of years needed to develop homozygous
lines from the segregating generations resulting from the crossbreeding of two parents. Woody perennial
plants, such as fruit and nut trees, often have lengthy breeding cycles. Plant breeders may need to go
through multiple cycles and wait for several years to develop and introduce improved cultivars. However,
recent advancements in biotechnologies and genomics have the potential to greatly accelerate cultivar
development in all crops. Through the utilization of various genetic engineering techniques, Fast-track
breeding systems are able to induce early flowering, leading to generation cycles of one year or less. This
method has been used on various crops to effectively generate homozygous lines after crossing carefully
selected parents with contrasting traits. The technique is dependent on precise control of various factors
including photoperiod, light intensity, temperature, soil moisture, soil nutrition, and high-density planting.
This brief review provides an overview of strategies aimed at minimizing the frequency and length of
breeding cycles for horticultural crops, while maximizing their yield.
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ABSTRACT

breeding can be expedited by enhancing the factors that
impact the genetic gain over time (Sinha et al., 2021;
Varshney et al., 2021), particularly the duration of the
breeding cycle (Cobb et al., 2019).

A conventional breeding method involves carefully
choosing parental genotypes that possess the desired
traits, followed by a series of crosses and selections to
improve the quality of the offspring and ultimately produce
cultivars that satisfy market requirements (Shimelis and
Laing, 2012). When developing a crop cultivar, it is
important to establish breeding goals that focus on
increasing yield, improving nutritional quality, and
enhancing tolerance to biotic and abiotic stresses
(Samantara et al., 2022). On the other hand, it typically

Introduction
The world’s population is about 7.8 billion people now,

and it’s expected to hit 9.9 billion by 2050 (Samantara et
al., 2022). Climate fluctuations, such as increasing
temperatures, more frequent floods, and drought, are
anticipated to result in new diseases and more frequent
pest outbreaks. This will necessitate a flexible approach
to plant breeding. So, we have to emphasize on the
pressing need to accelerate the current rate of genetic
gain in crucial food crops in order to protect global food
security. Enhancing the rate of genetic gain hinges on
expediting crop breeding pipelines to enable swift delivery
of enhanced crop varieties. As indicated by the breeder’s
equation (Moose and Mumm, 2008), the process of plant



takes a significant amount of time, often up to ten years,
to develop and release an enhanced variety (Ahmar et
al., 2020). Fruit crops generally have a long breeding
period which is because of its lengthy juvenile phase,
which may vary from 3-15 years or more. In nature, the
process of juvenility plays a crucial role in ensuring that
plants do not start flowering until they have the necessary
photosynthetic capacity to produce fruit and viable seeds
(Hackett, 2011). This mechanism also prevents resources
from being allocated to flowering before a plant has
reached a competitive size in its environment.
Nevertheless, this inherent protection can be manipulated
by breeders, who possess the ability to cultivate plants in
ideal growth conditions (van Nocker and Gardiner, 2014).
Various methods have been employed to enhance the
characteristics of fruit crop plants, such as yield, quality,
and resistance to environmental and biological challenges.
These techniques include genetic manipulation, mutational
breeding, somaclonal variations, whole-genome
sequencing, physical mapping, and functional genomics.
Owing to recent scientific advancements, new plant
breeding techniques have emerged that allow for more
precise and efficient modifications to a plant’s genome
compared to traditional methods (Hussain et al., 2023).
These innovative methods encompass a series of
advancements, from genome editing techniques to fast-
track breeding and the integration of omics technology.
These approaches provide valuable, adaptable, cost-
effective, and efficient ways to ensure accuracy in plant
breeding and shortening of juvenile periods. Fast-track
breeding systems have been the most efficient and useful
for shortening the breeding cycles of horticultural crops
as well as enhancing the horticultural crops for yield, biotic
and abiotic stresses.

Fast-track breeding systems employ a range of
genetic engineering techniques to trigger early flowering,
resulting in generation cycles of one year or less. Fast-
track breeding have been employed on a range of crops
to efficiently produce homozygous lines following initial
crosses of carefully chosen parents with contrasting
traits. The technique relies on carefully controlling factors
such as photoperiod, light intensity, temperature, soil
moisture, soil nutrition and high-density planting (Hussain
et al., 2023). This method enables a cycle of generally 3–
9 breeding generations per year. Procedures for the
development of Fast-track breeding are currently being
explored for a variety of crops. This review will focus on
the status of implementation of fast-track breeding
technologies on fruit crops development.
Objectives of Fast-track breeding systems

The objectives of Fast-track breeding systems are
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same as that of conventional breeding systems. The
primary goal of Fast-track breeding is to create high-
yielding varieties that are resistant to pests and diseases,
have a shorter maturity period, lack toxic substances,
mature at the same time, are not affected by changes in
light, can withstand environmental stress, and have
improved quality (van Nocker and Gardiner, 2014).
Ultimately, this breeding technique aims to contribute to
the achievement of zero hunger goals. However, for fruit
crops, reducing the length of breeding cycle is one of the
most important objectives (Scorza et al., 2012) (Fig. 1).
Components of Fast-track breeding

Speed breeding involves creating ideal growth
conditions and expediting the breeding process by
cultivating crops in controlled environments (Fig. 2). Here
are some important components of a speed breeding setup:
1. Growth chambers with controlled environments

Speed breeding involves cultivating crops in carefully
controlled environments that replicate optimal growing
conditions, including temperature, humidity, and lighting.
By utilizing growth chambers equipped with adjustable
light and temperature settings, researchers have the ability
to create specific conditions that can accelerate the growth
of plants (Watson et al., 2018).
2. Light

Speed breeding often requires the use of artificial
lighting, such as LEDs, to provide crops with a steady
light source that accelerates plant growth. Speed breeding
can be achieved using any light source that emits a
spectrum covering the PAR (Photosynthetically Active
Radiation) region (400-700 nm), with a particular focus
on the blue, red, and far-red wavelengths (Tiwari, 2021).
3. Photoperiod

Photoperiodism refers to the way plants respond to
changes in day length, allowing them to adapt to the
seasonal variations in their surroundings (Thomas, 2017).
The photoperiod plays a vital role in speed breeding, as it
allows for precise control over the flowering time of plants,
thus expediting the breeding process. According to Meena
et al. (2022), it is recommended to have a photoperiod of
22 hours with 2 hours of darkness in a 24-hour diurnal
cycle. However, the photoperiod used for speed breeding
can vary depending on the crop species and the goals of
the breeding programme, as it is important to consider
these factors for optimal results.
4. Temperature

According to Meena et al. (2022), one temperature
cycle should consist of 22 hours of light and 2 hours of
darkness with a temperature difference of 170C.
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5. Humidity
Humidity is typically recommended to be maintained

within a range of 60-70% (Tiwari, 2021). Considering
crops that are better suited to arid environments, it may
be prudent to maintain a lower humidity level.
Types of speed breeding/Fast-track breeding
system

Early speed Breeding activities involved the use of
in vivo-in vitro cycling or complete in vitro lifecycle
turnover (Croser et al., 2016; Varshney et al., 2021).
However, fully in vivo systems have been extensively
utilized in improvement programmes. In their study, Watson
et al. (2018) introduced three distinct Speed Breeding
facilities that can be tailored to match the available
resources. Speed Breeding I systemutilized controlled
environment plant growth chambers equipped with a 22-
hour photoperiod generated by a combination of white
LED bulbs, far-red bulbs, and ceramic metal hydrargyrum
quartz iodide bulbs. The temperature was maintained at
22 °C during the day and 17°C at night. Under the
specified conditions, wheat (Triticum aestivum, T.
durum) and barley (Hordeum vulgare), exhibited a
significantly early flowering time as compared to the
control group grown in unregulated glasshouse conditions
during the spring and early summer. A slightly altered
configuration, known as Speed Breeding system II, utilized
the identical temperature conditions as SB I, while a 22-

hour photoperiod was maintained through
the use of high-pressure sodium vapour
lamps. Immature seeds were harvested
and subjected to cold treatment in order
to quicken the generation time. The
growth stage results for wheat, barley,
canola, and chickpea plants showed that
under Speed Breeding conditions, plant
development was accelerated and there
was a consistent time to anthesis
(Samantara et al. ,  2022). A more
economical option is the Speed Breeding
III system, which consists of a 3 m3 well-
insulated room, a total of seven LB-8
LED light crates, as well as a 1.5 HP
inverter split system domestic air
conditioner. The lighting was modified to
a 12-hour photoperiod for a duration of
four weeks, which was then followed by
an 18-hour photoperiod. The
temperatures were carefully controlled,
with a lower temperature of 18°C during
the dark period and a slightly higher
temperature of 21°C during the light
period. This system can be flexible as per

Fig. 1 : Timeline of development of varieties (Conventional Breeding vs. Fast-
track/Speed Breeding) (Source: Samantara et al., 2022).

Fig. 2 : Components of Speed Breeding [Source: Tiwari (2021)].

the crop’s requirements and breeding objectives
(Samantara et al., 2022).
Effect of Fast-track breeding on fruit crops

Certain fruit crops have a lengthy period of immaturity
before they are able to produce flowers, sometimes lasting
over 20 years (van Nocker and Gardiner, 2014). Scientific
techniques have resulted in significant advancements in
apple and chestnut cultivation. These techniques have
led to accelerated vegetative growth and early flowering
in apple trees (in just ten months instead of the usual five
years) and chestnut trees (in just two years instead of
the usual seven years) (Baier et al., 2012). A new cultivar
with desirable traits was successfully developed in apple
using Speed Breeding technology. This technology relies
on transgenic, early-flowering plants and MAS
(Flachowsky et al. , 2011). Some crops that are
propagated through cloning, such as banana, roots, and
tubers (not fruit crops) are now using Speed Breeding to
shorten the time it takes for them to flower and increase
the rate at which they flower. This also helps make the
flowering process more predictable, which is useful for
introducing disease-resistant traits, like bacterial wilt
resistance in bananas (Vira et al., 2015; Souza et al.,
2018).
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Fast-track breeding through manipulations of
environmental / Cultural conditions

Manipulation of environmental condition of growth
of the fruit crops can tend to faster transition from juvenile
to adult phase (Zimmerman, 1972). In apple (Malus
domestica), the flowering process usually takes around
5 years for field-grown seedlings. However, with optimal
growth conditions, plants can be induced to enter the adult
reproductive phase in just 10 months. The mature apical
part of the plant can be grafted onto a rootstock to
facilitate continued growth and maintenance (Aldwinckle,
1975). One potential limitation of this method is that plants
may reach significant heights, posing challenges for their
maintenance in a controlled environment or greenhouse.

Plant growth regulators (PGRs) can be used to
effectively manage growth, but it is important to first
evaluate any potential negative impacts on the phase
transition. Studying the impact of plant growth regulators
(PGRs), such as phytohormones, on the flowering
process in young woody perennials has been a fascinating
area of scientific investigation (Zimmerman et al., 1985).
Numerous noteworthy findings have emerged from this
research. Nevertheless, the efficacy and reliability of
PGR treatments have demonstrated significant variation
across different genotypes, species and experimental
settings.

Optimal growth may not be enough for woody plants
to transition to the adult phase. Even after reaching this
stage, they may still require a period of chilling and/or
defoliation lasting up to 10 weeks in order to ensure proper
floral development (Aldwinckle, 1975). It is worth noting
that transgenic plants that express the flowering gene
FT in an abnormal manner are able to bypass the need
for chilling in order to develop flowers. This indicates
that chilling has an impact on the early stages of flowering
pathways. The endogenous genetic mechanism of chill
requirement is an intriguing subject for further investigation
and could potentially be a valuable focus for shortening
the breeding cycle.

Long stretches of low temperatures during the winter
under high moisture conditions naturally overcome
dormancy in most temperate-zone tree fruits and nuts.
Extended periods of low-temperature stratification, lasting
up to 12 weeks, may be necessary to disrupt dormancy
in vitro. When conducting experiments in controlled
environments, it is important to consider how certain
factors can impact the length of the breeding cycle,
especially when dealing with rapid-breeding protocols
(Bridgen, 1994). As a result, methods to overcome seed
dormancy are becoming more and more common. An

alternative method involves carefully removing the
embryo from the seed while it is still in the early stages
of development, and then cultivating the embryo in an
environment that encourages direct growth into a seedling.
This technique is commonly employed in the rescue of
embryos that result from wide crosses, as these embryos
may not be able to develop into viable seedlings without
intervention (Shen et al., 2011).
Enhancing Flowering with Biotechnological
interventions

One of the most intriguing possibilities for shortening
the breeding cycle involves the biotechnologically altering
the genetic flowering pathways. Almost two decades ago,
Weigel and Nilsson (1995) found that by introducing a
specific gene from Arabidopsis called LEAFY (LFY)
through genetic modification, they were able to induce
the flowering process. Over the past two decades, there
has been significant progress in refining this ground
breaking technology. This includes incorporating more
flowering genes, utilizing inducible promoters to control
transgenic expression, and exploring new methods to
transmit the transgenic stimulus through grafting. Early
flowering mutants may also be used to enhance flowering.
Early flowering Mutants has been observed in grapefruit
(Citrus paradisi), pummelo (Citrus grandis L.), their
hybrids, yamamikan (Citrus intermedia Hort ex Tanaka),
and ponkan (Citrus reticulata cv. Blanko). These species
can achieve early flowering through the use of specific
treatments. However, in these instances, after flowering,
the plants returned to the juvenile stage for a number of
years (Holland et al. 1995). A study conducted by Hisada
et al. (1997) introduced the citrus FT homolog (CiFT)
and its successful application in promoting flowering in
trifoliate orange (P. trifoliata L. Raf.) (Endo et al., 2005)
and pear (Pyrus communis L.) (Matsuda et al., 2006).
The over expression of CiFT in pear resulted in the
occurrence of in vitro flowering from transgenic shoots.
Suppressing the MdTFL1 gene, similar to the findings of
Kotoda et al. (2006), led to a notable decrease in the
juvenile period. After 8 months of grafting on glasshouse
plants, the researchers discovered the first solitary flowers
(Kotoda et al., 2002). A vast amount of scientific literature
indicates that, in general, these genes and mechanisms
have been extensively preserved among flowering plants
(Albani and Coupland, 2010; Amasino, 2010). Therefore,
they function as a basic set of tools for genetically
modifying the flowering of various economically significant
tree fruit and nut crops. It is worth noting that due to the
dominant nature of transgene effects, plants that are
hemizygous for flowering transgenes are likely to exhibit
early flowering.
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The need for early flowering in just one parent enables
breeding cycles in which progeny that flower early can
be repeatedly bred with the desired genotype and utilized
for the subsequent cycle (van Nocker and Gardiner, 2014).
Once the transgene is deemed unnecessary or unwanted
in the final modified cultivar, it can be removed through
segregation in the population (Flachowsky et al., 2011;
Hanke et al., 2014). This method is currently being utilized
in conjunction with marker-assisted selection to introduce
resistance to various fungal (Le Roux et al., 2012) and
bacterial pathogens into commercially grown apples, as
well as resistance to Plum Pox Virus into plums (Scorza
et al., 2012). A notable advantage of the methods is that
the resulting genotype does not have to be transgenic.
Therefore, the produce could potentially bypass the usual
regulatory obstacles faced by genetically modified
organisms and be more readily embraced by the public.
The use of Genomic Technologies in the Fast-track
Breeding of Horticultural crops

Over the past two decades, there has been a
significant reduction in the cost and effort required to
analyse a plant’s DNA sequence. Additionally, there have
been notable advancements in the infrastructure for
storing and analysing this data. These advancements have
allowed for a more streamlined approach in horticultural
breeding programmes, resulting in fewer cycles and
improved accuracy and effectiveness in developing new
cultivars (van Nocker and Gardiner, 2014). One of the
most rapidly advancing methods is genome-wide
screening (GWS). GWS utilises genomic estimated
breeding values (GEBVs) as selection parameters, as
opposed to the estimated values (EBVs) traditionally
employed by fruit breeders (Kumar et al., 2012). GEBVs
are calculated for individuals in a training population by
analyzing a vast number of single-nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) markers across the genome. This
allows us to determine the effects of these markers on
complex traits that are influenced by many different
genetic factors. Individuals in breeders’ selection
populations are carefully evaluated and their GEBVs
(Genomic Estimated Breeding Values) are calculated
using genetic marker information. This process helps
identify exceptional individuals with elite qualities. These
can be utilized to further progress generations, or assessed
in the field as possible cultivars (Kumar et al., 2012).

Marker-assisted selection (MAS) is a widely used
technique in the field of Cross-breeding the woody
perennial fruit crops. It allows for the selection of traits
controlled by major genes or quantitative trait loci.
Nevertheless, MAS is gaining recognition as a crucial

tool in making Genome Wide Selection more affordable.
It allows for the removal of undesirable genotypes from
the initial breeding population (selection population) after
relatively inexpensive MAS pre-screen using a small
number of markers (less than 10) (Calus et al., 2010).
Only the seedlings that meet these criteria undergo a
more costly screening process involving thousands of
genetic markers needed for Genome Wide Selection. A
recent study emphasizes the practicality of using Genome
Wide Selection (GWS) as an invaluable method for tree
fruit breeders. These breeders often encounter lengthy
time intervals, up to 7 years in the case of apples, before
they can identify a tree as a potential paren (Kumar et
al., 2012). GWS helps to address this challenge. This
research used an ongoing scion breeding program to
examine fruit quality parameters that apple breeders often
choose for. It employed a training population of 1,120
seedlings, consisting of seven complete sib families in a
factorial mating scheme, to guarantee relevance. It was
discovered that when analyzing the 2500 SNPs
individually in the training population, they only accounted
for a small portion of trait variation. However, when all
the markers were considered together, they were able to
capture most of the trait heritability for various fruit
characteristics. In the second stage of the study, seedlings
with high GEBVs were selected as the pollen parents
for a second generation called the “Selection Validation
Population.” This population consisted of 10 full-sib
families. A total of two thousand seedlings underwent a
series of scientific techniques, including MAS and GWS,
in addition to an environmental regime specifically
designed to stimulate early flowering (Kumar et al.,
2012). It was observed that a portion of the seedlings
began to flower after 27 months from seed. It is
anticipated that all of the seedlings was in full bloom by
the 36-month mark. It was observed that a portion of the
seedlings began to flower after 27 months from seed. It
is anticipated that all of the seedlings was in full bloom
by the 36-month mark.
Transgenic approach: A Fast-track approach

The use of genetic engineering techniques that are
based on genetic transformation techniques is now
commonplace in the process of improving plants (Gambino
and Gribaudo, 2012). Since fruit crop breeding is
hampered by issues including extended life cycles,
propagation techniques, high heterozygosity, and
reproductive obstacles, transgenic breeding is crucial to
the enhancement of fruit crops (Kramer and Redenbaugh,
1994). Agrobacterium tumefaciens mediation is a
commonly employed transformation method due to its
effectiveness. The genetic transformation of fruit crops



has yielded impressive results in terms of improving
disease resistance, as well as enhancing tolerance to
drought, frost, and salt. It has also led to modifications in
plant growth patterns and improvements in fruit quality
(Litz and Padilla, 2012). There have been numerous
instances of inducing abiotic stress tolerance in fruit crops
(Sun Waterhouse, 2011). Apple has been made more
tolerant to cold temperatures by introducing the cold-
inducible Osmyb4 gene (Pasquali et al., 2008). Similarly,
banana plants have been engineered to withstand multiple
stresses by overexpressing the stress-responsive WRKY
transcription factor gene (MusaWRKY71) (Shekhawat
et al., 2011a). Drought and salt tolerance have been
enhanced in bananas by introducing the dehydrin gene
(Shekhawat et al., 2011b). Papaya has been made more
cold-tolerant by expressing a Transcriptional activator
gene called C-repeat binding factor (CBF) (Dhekney et
al., 2007). Kiwi fruit, on the other hand, has been
engineered to be more salt-tolerant by introducing
AtNHX1 gene with a high K to Na ratio (Tian et al.,
2011).  A study was conducted to enhance the resistance
of Grand Naine banana plants to fungal diseases. This
was achieved by introducing three specific genes into
the plants: an endochitinase gene from Trichoderma
harzianum, a stilbene synthase gene from grape, and a
superoxide dismutase gene from tomato (Vishnevetsky
et al., 2011). An example of a successful transgenic event
in banana involves the enhancement of pro-vitamin A
through the utilization of phytoene synthaseenzyme (PSY)
and iron (Ferritin gene from soybean) (Paul et al., 2017;
Kumar et al., 2011).The European plum has undergone
genetic modification by incorporating the FLOWERING
LOCUS T1 (FT1) gene from Populus trichocarpa. As
a result, transgenic plants with elevated levels of FT1
exhibited accelerated flowering and fruit production in
the greenhouse, with a time frame ranging from 1 to 10
months (Srinivasan et al., 2012). The plums demonstrated
a remarkable ability to consistently produce flowers and
fruit, unaffected by variations in daylight or chilling
duration, and even withstood the harsh winter
temperatures. Higher concentrations of terminal flowering
protein (TFL) are commonly linked to this early phase
flowering. TFL plays a major role in suppressing the
process of flowering. It achieves this by repressing the
production of various proteins that promote flowering,
such as FT (FLOWERING LOCUS T), LFY (LEAFY),
and (APETALA1) AP1 (Martín-Valmaseda et al., 2023).
In their study, Charrier et al. (2019) employed the
CRISPR/Cas9 technology to make targeted modifications
to the apple TFL1 gene. Two distinct sgRNAs were
utilized to specifically target the TFL1 gene, while the

same construct was employed to make edits to the pear
TFL1. It was noted that there was an early flowering
occurrence in transgenic pear lines (9%) and transgenic
apple lines (93%) that specifically targeted the PcTFL1.1
and MdTFL1.1 genes, respectively.
Fast-track Breeding for Domestication

Domestication of plants refers to the practice of
artificially changing wild plant species into agricultural
plants. This process starts with early hybridization and
ends with selective breeding. Plant breeding is closely
linked to polyploidy crops. This technique can be quite
time-consuming, but a solution has been found by
integrating it with speed breeding. This innovative
approach helps to minimize the time and number of
generations required for the crops. Evidence of plant
domestication can be observed in polyploid plants such
as peanuts and bananas, which have undergone rapid
breeding. O’Connora et al. (2013) conducted a study to
assess the viability of employing the speed breeding
technique in peanut breeding. Compared to the typical
breeding phase, this study significantly shortened the time
required to produce successive generations in a shorter
time frame.
Combining Fast-track breeding techniques with
advanced breeding technologies to enhance
tolerance to abiotic stress.

Abiotic stresses pose significant challenges to crop
production and are responsible for approximately 50%
of yield losses in agricultural crops globally. According to
research conducted by Ashraf et al. (2008), different
types of stress can cause significant yield loss in crops.
High-temperature stress is responsible for approximately
40% of the loss, while salinity accounts for 20%. Drought
and low temperature contribute to 17% and 15% of the
yield loss, respectively. Other abiotic stresses, such as
low temperature, excess water, heavy metal exposure,
mineral deficiency, and radiation, can also result in
considerable yield loss. Gaining a comprehensive
understanding of the mechanisms behind how plants
tolerate abiotic stress, from sensing environmental signals
to responding at the cellular level, is crucial for developing
strategies to improve crop stress tolerance (Suprasanna
et al., 2016). When it comes to abiotic-stress experiments,
generation advancement, or phenotypic evaluation in
abiotic-stress studies, speed breeding can be seamlessly
incorporated by utilizing controlled growth conditions of
a glasshouse. Utilizing a controlled environment can
effectively minimize experimental error and simplify the
analysis of genetic and environmental effects on
phenotype (G 3 E interaction) (Berger et al., 2010; Roy
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et al., 2011).
By creating a controlled environment, it becomes

possible to closely observe the onset of various stresses,
such as drought stress through water limitation, salinity
stress through the addition of salts to hydroponics, and
excessive watering. However, it is important to note that
control conditions do not perfectly replicate the natural
environment and the cost-effective reality. This is because
plants are being grown in pots rather than in the field
(Passioura, 2006). In controlled greenhouse environments,
initial experiments are typically conducted to study abiotic
stress factors such as water-deficit stress (drought),
excessive water, extreme temperatures and salinity.
Speed breeding is a highly dependable tool that can
seamlessly integrate into standard breeding programs.
Advanced breeding technologies, such as transgenics,
marker-assisted breeding, genomic selection, and express
genome editing, are being utilized to enhance tolerance
to abiotic stresses. This can be utilized at different stages
during the development of stress-tolerant cultivars. Speed
breeding is a valuable tool in the scientific community. It
helps researchers define target stress and environments,
identify superior parents, standardize screens for stress
tolerance, understand the mechanisms of stress tolerance,
identify and characterize genes that contribute to
tolerance, and combine different tolerance traits in elite
lines through marker-assisted breeding (Ahmad et al.,
2021). Additionally, it allows for the evaluation of breeding
lines in specific stress environments. Nevertheless, the
application of speed breeding in enhancing abiotic-stress
tolerance is still in its early stages.

Conclusion
Most crop breeding projects are not producing crops

at a pace that can keep up with the rising demand for
food brought on by the world’s constantly expanding
population. The extended duration of crop growth poses
a challenge in developing enhanced crop varieties through
plant breeding. Developing improved plant varieties is a
key approach to address food scarcity and enhance food
security. Fast-track breeding is a scientific protocol that
has the potential to significantly boost agricultural yield.
By manipulating factors such as light duration, intensity,
and temperature-controlled zones, as well as developing
disease-resistant varieties and reducing salt sensitivity in
crops, Fast-track breeding can help improve crop
productivity. When compared to traditional breeding
methods, this approach enables the release of multiple
generations of the same crop in a more condensed
timeframe. Fast-track breeding is an innovative method
that allows for the rapid development of new long-day

plant cultivars by significantly reducing the generation
time. In addition, the integration of Fast-track breeding
with traditional breeding techniques such as marker-
assisted selection and gene editing can enhance the
identification of superior genotypes and lines that possess
novel traits such as increased yield, improved nutritional
quality, and enhanced resistance to both biotic and abiotic
stresses. Nevertheless, in numerous developing nations,
especially within public plant breeding initiatives, the
utilization of Fast-track breeding encounters constraints.
These limitations arise from a scarcity of proficient plant
breeders and technicians, as well as inadequate
infrastructure and unreliable access to water and
electricity. Currently, there is insufficient government
support, both in terms of regulations and funding, to initiate
and sustain Fast-track breeding in plant breeding
initiatives. In order to expedite the production, testing,
and commercial release of crop varieties, it is essential
to integrate Fast-track breeding with other breeding
techniques, along with cost-effective high-throughput
genotyping and phenotyping.
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